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INTRODUCTION 

TO FOLIATIONS 

THE MAIN purpose of this paper is to prove two theorems. 

1. The classifying space BM(Rq) of the discrete monoid A4(Rq) of smooth 
embedding Rq --, Rq is weakly homotopy equivalent to Haefliger’s [4] classifying space 
Br, for smooth foliations of codimension q. 

2. If X is a smooth manifold which is the interior of a smooth manifold with 
boundary the inclusion Diff (X) + M,(X) of the discrete group of diffeomorphisms of 
X into the discrete monoid of smooth embeddings X+X which are isotopic to 
diffeomorphisms induces a homology equivalence of classifying spaces. 

But I think that the methods of the paper may be of more interest than the results 
themselves, and so I have included a fuller development of the techniques than is 
actually needed to prove the theorems. The ideas were originally worked out in order 
to prove Thurston’s theorem[ 1 l] relating B Diff, (Rq) to BI’,, where Diff, (Rq) denotes 
the diffeomorphisms of Rq with compact support. That programme is carried out in 
[6]; but I have included a slight generalization of the simplest case q = 1, which is due 
to Mather[S]: 

3. If X is a compact manifold there is a homology equivalence 

B Diff, (X x R) 4 RBiW,(X x R), 

where A&,(X x R) is the submonoid of M(X X R) consisting of embeddings which are 
isotopic to the identity, and fl denotes the loop space. 

In the foregoing statements one does not need to know what, if anything, the 
classifying spaces classify; but for some purposes it is useful and interesting to know, 
so I have included a general discussion of the question. From the point of view of 
foliations the most interesting cases seem to be the monoids M(X) and M,(X) already 
mentioned, and the monoid A&,(X) of smooth embeddings X+X which are homo- 
topy equivalences. Thus 

A&(X) c Mb(X) c M(X). 

The results concerning these are: 

4. For a smooth manifold Y homotopy classes of maps Y + BM(X) ‘can be 

identified with concordance classes of objects Y’P\ Y, where 

(i) Y’ is a smooth manifold with a foliation, 
(ii) p is a smooth map, and 

(iii) in a neighborhood of each fibre of p Y’ + Y is isomorphic (as foliated 

manifold over Y) to Y x Xpr‘ Y foliated by {Y x x},,=+ 

5. If M(X) is replaced by M,+(X) the objects classified are those for which Y’+ Y 
is a quasi-fibration; and if M(X) is replaced by M,(X) the objects are those for which 
Y’+ Y is a smooth fibre bundle (disregarding the foliation). 
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If one strengthens condition (iii) still more, and requires that each point of Y has a 
neighborhood U such that p-‘(U) = X x U as foliated manifold, then the classifying 
space is of course B Diff (X). That sheds a little light on the nature of Theorem (2) 
above. 

The plan of the work is as follows. 
J 1 proves Theorem (1) by direct consideration of Haefliger’s classifying space. 
82 develops the homotopy theory of discrete monoids, with the proof of Mather’s 

theorem (3) as an application, as well as the comparison of M(X) and M(X) when X 
is the interior of a manifold with boundary X. 

83 proves Theorem (2), and is essentially independent of the rest of the paper. 
54 describes the kind of objects for which the realization of a given simplicial 

space is the classifying space. As an application I show that BM(Rq) classifies foliated 
smooth microbundles. This provides an alternative proof of Theorem (1). 

85 develops a theory of principal bundles for discrete monoids, and applies it to 
prove theorems (4) and (5). In fact this section provides a third proof of Theorem (1) 
too. 

The Appendix establishes a criterion for a map with contractible fibres to be a 
homotopy equivalence: this is used repeatedly in the body of the work. 

The paper would not have been written without the stimulus of Dusa McDuff, and 
I am very grateful to her for the interest she has taken in my work, and her 
encouragement. That applies especially to the second theorem above, my proof of 
which I found while thinking about a partial result of hers of the same kind. In the 
present argument the elegant proof of surjectivity in Lemma (3.7) is due to her; and 
she has also pointed out innumerable small errors of detail, to the great profit of the 
whole. 

01. HAEFLIGER’S CLASSIFYING SPACE 

Let 8, be the topological category[9] whose objects are all pairs (x, U), where U 
is an open subset of Rq and x E U, and whose morphisms (x,,, UO) + (xl, U,) are all 
smooth embeddings f: UO-+ U, such that f(x,,) = xl. The space of objects of 8, is 
topologized as the sum (i.e. disjoint union) II U of all the open sets U of Rq, and the 
space of morphisms is the sum y UOf, where f: U, ‘+ U,’ runs through all embeddings. 

Haefliger’s category Is is obtained from 8, by introducing an equivalence relation 
- on the spaces of objects and morphisms. One defines (x, U) - (x’, U’) if x = x’; and 
f: (x,,, Cl,,)+ (xl, U,) is equivalent to f’: (x6, U&)- (xi, U ;) if x0 = xt, and f and f’ 
coincide in a neighborhood of x0. This means that the space of objects of I4 is simply 
Rq; and a morphism in Iq from x0 to xl is the germ at x0 of a diffeomorphism of Rq 
taking x0 to xl. Topologically the space of morphisms is a subspace of the total space 
of the sheaf of continuous Rq-valued functions on Rq. 

The classifying space BT, of I4 is by definition (cf. [l, 41) the realization, in the 
thickened sense of [IO] App. A, of the simplicial space whose space of n-simplexes 
Iq,” is the space of sequences (r,, . . ., yn) of composable morphisms in rq.,. 

PROPOSITION (1.1). The functor 8, --, rq induces a weak homotopy equivalence 
~8, -+ m, 

Proof. The space of n-simplexes Is.” can be described in the following way. Let S, 

be the set of sequencesu. = ( Uo-!!+ lJI 
12 1” 

- . . . - Un) of smooth embeddings of 
open subsets of Rq. Order the set S, by extension, i.e. by prescribing: 

U.SU: e UiCU: for 0 5 i 5 n, and fj Ui = fi. 

Then Is.,, 
lim 

=- u,. 
u. E S” 

Now let S,,, be the set of chains (U.. 5. . * 5 U.,) in S,, and let A be the 
bisimplicial space whose space of (n, m)-simplexes is 

A,, = u,,~II_ Uoo. 
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One can form the realization of A either by first realizing each row A, separately and 
then realizing the simplicial space whose nth term is IA../, or else by forming first the 
realizations IA.,,,1 of the columns, and then realizing [m] H IA,,,,I. 

The realization IA.Ol is precisely the space of the category &. Similarly /A,,1 is the 
space of the category ‘%,rl whose objects are all triples (x, U,, U,), where UoC U, are 
open sets of Rq and x E U,,, and whose morphisms from (x, UO, Vi) to (x’, U& Vi) are 
all embeddings f: U, + U; such that f(x) = x’ and f( UO) C VA. There are two forgetful 
functors Z$,., + @Y4, and a functor & --, gq., which takes (x, U) to (x, U, U). Both 
composites gq + ZYq.,-, 8, are the identify; and each composite ga.,+ $q + gq,, is 
connected to the identity by a transformation of functors. So by [8] (2.1) all three 
functors induce homotopy equivalences of the realization. 

Continuing in this way, we see that IA.,,,/ is the space of a category gq,, of objects 
(XE uoc u,c** * C U,,,), and that all simplicial operations IA.,,,/-+ IA+1 are homotopy 
equivalences. Hence IAl = IA.Ol -CI B&. 

Looking at IAl from the other point of view one observes that IA,,.1 is the 
realization of a category of pointed open subsets of T4,” and inclusions. Thus it has a 
natural projection on to rq.,,, and the fibre at y E I’s,” is the space of the discrete 
category of the open sets which contain y. This is a filtering category (in fact the 
collection of open sets is closed under intersections), so the fibres of IA,J-, r,, are all 
contractible. By the theorem proved in the appendix we conclude that IA,,/ + Ts.” is a 
weak homotopy equivalence, and hence that IAl-+IBT,I is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. This completes the proof of (1.1). 

Now suppose that one replaces the category %q in the preceding discussion with 
the full subcategory 9$ spanned by the pointed open sets (x, U) such that U is a disk 
in Rq. The only change needed in the argument comes from the fact that the collection. 
of open sets of rs.” will no longer be closed under intersections. But the family 
containing a given point of rs.” will still be filtering, so one has 

PROPOSITION (1.2). Bgq + BI', is a weak homotopy equivalence. 

From this result the first theorem of the introduction follows very simply. For if &,9 
is the discrete category of open disks in Rq and smooth embeddings then the forgetful 
functor g4 + $ induces a homotopy equivalence on the spaces’ of simplexes of each 
dimension. (In fact the inverse image of each simplex of G4 is a disk.) So BCQ + BGq 
is a homotopy equivalence. On the other hand, any disk in Rq is diffeomorphic to Rq, 
so the category Bi4 is equivalent to the category with the single object Rq and all 
embeddings Rq +Rq as morphisms. Thus aq is equivalent to the discrete monoid 
M(Rq) of embeddings of Rq, and BG, = BM(Rq). Thus 

PROPOSITION (1.3). There is a weak homotopy equiuulence between BT, and 
BM(Rq). 

02. THE HOMOTOPY THEORY OF MONOIDS 

When a topological monoid A4 acts on a space X one can construct in a natural 
way a space over the classifying space BM with each fibre isomorphic to X. It is 
usually denoted by XM (cf. [7]), but here I shall use the notation X//M. If M is a 
group it is the fibre bundle X x,EM associated to the universal principal bundle 
EM-, BM. In general it is defined as the realization of a simplicial space whose space 
of p-simplexes is X x MP. Let us recall the following properties from [7]. 

PROPOSITION (2.1). 

(a) (point)/M = BM, and M/M = EM, which is contractible. 
(b) Zf an M-map X--,X’ is a homotopy (resp. homology) equivalence then so is 

X/M --, Xl//M. 

We shall frequently use the fact that if X is a space with a left MI-action and a 
right Ml-action then M,\(X//MJ is the same space as (M,\X)//M2. For example 
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PROPOSITION (2.2). A homomorphism M + M’ of monoids induces 
(resp. homology) equivalence BM + BM’ if Ml//M is contractible (resp. 

Proof. There is a commutative diagram 

M’\M’//M - M’\M’/M’ 

BM p BM’. 

But the top row is an equivalence because Ml//M 4 Ml//M’. 

The main theorem about the construction is[7]: 

PROPOSITION (2.3). X/M + BM is a quasifibration (resp. homology 
each m in M acts on X by a homotopy (resp. homology) equivalence. 

An immediate consequence of this is 

a homotopy 
acyclic). 

fibration) if 

PROPOSITION (2.4). If rr: M + Q is a homomorphism of monoids with kernel K = 
n-‘( 1) then 

BK-BM-BQ 

is a homotopy (resp. homology) fibration sequence providing 
(i) M/K+ Q is an equivalence, and 

(ii) each q in Q acts by an equivalence on M\Q. 

Proof. If M/K - Q then M\Q - M\M/K = BK. So BK+ BM + BQ is 
equivalent to 

u M\Q-(M\\Q)/Q-BQ, 

which is a fibration sequence by (2.3). 

The preceding results become simpler and more explicit in a number of particular 
cases. For example if X and M are discrete then X/M is the space of the category 
whose set of objects is X and whose morphisms from x to x’ are {m E M: xm = x’}. If 
the category is filtering its space is contractible;so (2.2) specializes to 

PROPOSITION (2.5). If N is a submonoid of a discrete monoid M with left cancel- 
lation then BN 2 BM if for any ml, m2 in M there is an m in M and nl, nl in N such 
that mnl = m1 and mn2 = m2. 

For discrete monoids the hypothesis (i) of (2.4) becomes: 7r-‘(q)/K is contrac- 
tible for all q in Q. This is certainly satisfied if n-‘(q) = K as K-set, so one has 

PROPOSITION (2.6). Suppose that l+ K + M : Q + 1 is an exact sequence of 
discrete monoids, and that 

(i) for each q in Q there is an mq in r-‘(q) such that k - m,k is a bijection 
K + a-‘(q), and 

(ii) for each q in Q the endomorphism c,: K + K defined by km, = m,c(k) is a 
homotopy (resp. homology) equivalence. 

Then BK + BM + BQ is a homotopy (resp. homology) fibration sequence. 

Note. Here and in the sequel I shall say that a homomorphism of discrete monoids 
is a homotopy or homology equivalence if the induced map of classifying spaces is 
one. 

Proof. One has only to check that multiplication by q induces an equivalence of 
Q/M. But the square 

(point)//K L (point)/K 

fl n 
Q//M-=+Q/M 
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commutes up to the transformation of functors from i 0 c, to 4 0 i induced by rng, and 
hence up to homotopy by [9] (2.1). 

Monoids of embeddings 
We shall study the following situation. Let Y be the interior of a compact 

manifold Y with boundary. Let A = aY x [0, l] be a closed collar neighborhood of the 
boundary of Y, and let X = Y - A’. Then X is an open relatively compact submanifold 
of Y which is diffeomorphic to Y. 

Let M(Y) be the monoid of smooth embeddings (9: Y + Y, and M(Y, X) the 
submonoid of cp such that q(X) C X. 

PROPOSITION (2.7). The inclusion and restriction 

M(Y)- M( Y, X) A M(X) 

are homotopy equivalences. 

Proof. (i) The inclusion M( Y, X) + M(Y) satisfies the conditions of (2.5). In fact 
for any (pl, (p2 in M(Y) one can find an automorphisrr cp of Y such that q(X) 3 
PI(X) U&X). Then (o-’ 0 pi E M( Y, X), and Cpi = Q 0 (Q-’ 0 Qi). 

(ii) Let 0: Y--f X be a diffeomorphism, and define T: M(Y)+ M(X) by T(Q) = 
19 0 Q 0 8-l. The composition T 0 i: M( Y, X)+ M(X) is a homotopy equivalence by (i), 
but it is homotopic to r because T 0 i and r are intertwined by 8 0 j in M(X), where 
j: X + Y is the inclusion. In fact for any Q in M( Y, X) one has (0 0 Q 0 0-l) 0 (0 0 j) = 

(0 0 j) 0 r(Q). 

Proposition (2.7) allows us to compare the monoid M(X) of self-embeddings of X 
with that of its closure X, and also with the monoid i@(X) of germs of embeddings of 
X in itself. An element of it%(X) is defined as an equivalence class of embeddings 
Q: (U, 2) + (Y, X), where U is a neighborhood of X in Y, two such being equivalent 
if they coincide in a neighborhood of X. Obviously R(X) depends only on X, and not 
on the choice of a Y containing it. 

There are restriction homomorphisms &f(X) + M(X) + M(X), the first being sur- 
jective, the second injective. 

PROPOSITION (2.8). The homomorphisms Q(x) + M(x) -+ M(X) are homotopy 
equivalences. 

Proof. The argument of (2.7) proves that M( Y, X) -+ M(X) and i%$( Y, r?) + k(X) 
are homotopy equivalences as well as M( Y, X)-, M(X). But the last map factorizes 
through fi(X) and M(X), so one has a chain 

fi(Y,Z)-+M(Y,X) - M( Y, X) - ti<X) - M(X) - M(X) 

in which the composite of any three successive maps is an equivalence. That proves 
(2.8). 

As an application of (2.6) it may be worth pointing out the following proposition. 
In the foregoing situation X C P let K(Y) denote the group of diffeomorphisms of Y 
with compact support (i.e. which are the identity outside a compact subset of Y), and 
K( Y, X) the submonoid {Q E K(Y): v(X) C X}. There is a restriction homomorphism 
K( Y, X)+ k(X) whose kernel is K(A), where A = Y - _%. Its image is (by the 
isotopy extension theorem) the submonoid it&(X) consisting of all Q in A(X) such 
that (p/ax is isotopic to the identity. We have 

PROPOSITION (2.9). (i) The inclusion K( Y, X) --, K(Y) is a homotopy equivalence. 
(ii) The sequence K(A) + K( Y, X) + h&(X) induces a homology fibration sequence 

of classifying spaces. 

Proof. (i) The argument of (2.7) applies. 
(ii) Using (2.6) it suffices to check that if Q E K( Y, X) then c,: K(A)+ K(A), 
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defined by c,(Q) = Q-'I&Q, induces the identity on homology. But ~~'12 belongs to 
&(A), so we can apply the following lemma: 

LEMMA (2.10). For any manifold .% with boundary the conjugation action of M,(x) 
on K(X) defined by (Q, $) I+ cplkp-' induces the identity on homology. 

Proof. Any homology class of K(X) comes from some subgroup Kc(X) consisting 
of maps with support in a compact subset C of X. But Q]C = Q]C for some Q in 
K(X), so c, coincides with the inner automorphism c+ on the image of H&&(X)), 
and so induces the identity on homology. 

To conclude this section I shall prove a version of Mather’s theorem[5]. 

PROPOSITION (2.11). If X is a compacf manifold there is a homology equivalence 

BK(X x R) - fM?iM,,(X x R), 

where MO(X X R) is the submonoid of Q in M(X x R) which are isotopic to the identify, 
and R denotes the loop-space. 

Proof. Let us write Y=XxR= Y+UYoUY_, where Y+=Xx[l,m), YO= 
X x (- 1, l), Y- = X X (-a, - 11. There is an exact sequence of monoids 

K( YO) - M( Y, Y+; rel Y_) - A&( Y,), (*) 

where M( Y, Y,; rel Y-) denotes the submonoid of Q in M( Y, Y,) such that Q is the 
identity in a neighborhood of Y_. 

The argument of (2.7) which we have already used several times, shows that 
&(Y+) is equivalent to MO (interior of Y+), and the interior of Y+ is a copy of X x R, 
so to prove (2.11) it is enough to show that 

(i) BY( Y, Y+; rel Y_) is contractible, and 
(ii) the exact sequence (*) induces a homology fibration sequence of classifying 

spaces. 
As to (i), the inclusion M( Y, Y+; rel Y-) + M( Y; rel Y_) is a homotopy equivalence 

by (2.5). But the monoid M = M( Y; rel Y_), regarded as a category with one object, is 
filtering, i.e. for any cpl, cp2 in M there is a Q in M such that (pI(p = (p2(p. (Choose Q so 

that Q(Y) is contained in a suitable neighborhood of Y_.) So BM is contractible. 
As to (ii), we must show that the conditions of (2.6) are satisfied. The first holds 

because if cpI and cp2 in M( Y, Y+; rel Y_) have the same image in &(Y+) then 
Q,(Y) = cp2( Y), and one can Write cp2 = Q,(Q,-'Q~) with Q,-‘Q~ in K( YO). The second 
condition is a consequence of (2.10), for if Q belongs to M(Y, Y+; rel Y-) then 
Q( pO) 3 ‘ii,, and ~~'1 PO belongs to &fd( PO). 

83. THE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 

Suppose that X is the interior of a compact manifold with boundary. Let Diff (X) 
be the group of diffeomorphisms of X (with the discrete topology),.and M,(X) the 
monoid of self-embeddings of X which are isotopic to diffeomorphisms. The object of 
this section is to prove 

PROPOSITION (3.1). The inclusion Diff (X) + M,(X) is a homology equivalence. 

The proof consists of a number of steps. The first is to consider the exact 
sequence of monoids 

Diff (Y rel X) - Diff (Y, X) - a,&?), 

where: 

Y is an enlargement of X as in 82, 
Diff (Y, X) = {Q E Diff (Y): Q(X) C X}, 
Diff (Y rel X) = {Q E Diff (Y): Q is the identity in a neighborhood of X}. 
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By the argument of (2.7) the maps 

Diff (Y) - Diff (Y, X) - Diff (X) 

are homotopy equivalences, and so is A&(X>+ M,(X) by (2.8). So the desired result 
will follow from (2.6) if we prove 

PROPOSITION (3.2). G = Diff (Y rel X) is acyclic. 

Now let us identify Y-X with ZX R+, where 2 = ax. Consider sequences 
S C (0, m) which are strictly increasing and tend to infinity. For each such sequence S 
let Gs consist of all cp in G which are the identity in a neighborhood of 2 x X. Thus 

(i) GsCGreSS T, and 
(ii) Gs n Gr = Gsur. 

Let BOG = y BGs C BG. The next step is to prove 

PROPOSITION (3.3). The inclusion BOG + BG is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. Think of BG as constructed using Milnor’s join realization. Then BG = 
EGIG, where EC is the infinite join G * G * G * - - a. 

Let E,G be the subspace of EC made up of all simplexes go * gl * - . . t zk sxir 
that for some sequence S C (0, m) as above the diffeomorphisms go,. . ., gk all coincide 
in a neighborhood of Z x S. Because EoG is G-invariant, and EoGIG = BOG, Pro- 
position (3.2) is equivalent to the assertion that EoG is contractible. To see that it 
suffices to show that if oi =g;,,* - * -*g, (i= 1,. . ., q) are a finite number of p- 
simplexes of EOG then there exists g E G such that oi *g is contained in EoG for 
i = 1 q. Suppose the oi aw associated with sequences Si. Then one can find 
another ‘sequence S such that S nSi is infinite for each i, and a diffeomorphism g E G 
which coincides with gio in a neighborhood of 2 X (Si flS). To do so, choose the 
elements s. of S successively so that they are increasing, and s,, E &, where n = n^ 
(mod q). and g,ro(Z x [O, s.)) contains gtio(Z x s,) for m c n. Then g can be constructed 
so that it coincides with gtio near Z x s. for each n (by the isotopy extension theorem), 
and hence oi * G C EOG. . 

The final step in the proof of (3.2) is to show that BOG is acyctic. It is enough to 
show that the inclusion of any finite union BGs, U * - - U BGs, in BOG is null-homolo- 
gous. For this we use a trivial lemma. 

LEMMA (3.4). If a space .A has subspaces B and C such that the diagonal inclusion 
B fl C + B x C is a homology equivalence, then the inclusion B --, A is null-homolo- 
gous. 

Proof. The hypothesis implies that Hi(B n C)+ Hi(B)@Hi(C) is surjective for 
i > 0, SO Hi(B)@Hi(C)+ Hi(B UC) is zero from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. 

To apply the lemma notice that for any sequences S,, . . ., Sk, T one has 

(BGs, 0. - . U BG,) f-I BGT = BGs,ur u - . + U BGs,ur. 

But 

LEMMA (3.5). BG,,, U. - - U BGskUT + (BG, u. * - UBG,) X BGT is a homology 
equivalence if T is disjoint from all Si. 

Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence this lemma follows by induction from 

LEMMA (3.6). If S and T are disjoint then 

B&r - BGs x BGT 

is a homology equivalence. 

To prove (3.6) let K be the group of diffeomorphisms of Z x R with compact 

TOPOLOGY Vol. 17. No. 4-E 
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support. For any sequence S there is a homomorphism X:Gs + KS which associates to 
cp in Gs its restrictions to 2 x (0, s) = 2 x R for each s in S. The diagram 

G SUT-GS~GT 

I PXP 

K SUT a ,KS~KT 

commutes, so (3.5) follows from 

LEMMA (3.7). X: Gs+ KS is a homology equivalence for each sequence S. 

Proof. If S = {s,) then Gs can be identified tith KS by cp w{cp[Z x (s,_,, s,)). The 
group K has a composition law K x K + K, well-defined up to conjugation, defined by 
juxtaposition of diffeomorphisms in the R-direction. I shall write it (k,, kz)- k, * kz. 
Then Z can be identified with the endomorphism 

(k,, kz, k3, . . .) I-+ (k,, k, * kz, k, * kz * k3, . . .) 

of KS. 
Let A: KS+ KS be the shift map 

(k,, kzr k3r . . .)-(I, k,, kz,. . .). 

If there were a map t: KS+ KS such that t(t) * 5 = 1 for 5 in KS (where * denotes 
componentwise juxtaposition) then Z% would be an isomorphism with inverse 
5 I+ tA(& * 5, because 26 = A%$ * 5. Of course there is no such map t; but neverthe- 
less * makes H*(BKS) into a connected Hopf algebra, which accordingly ([7] (8.4)) 
has an inversion t: H.&?KS)+H*(BKS) such that t * I = E, where I is the identity 
map and E: H*(BKS)~H*(point)-,H*(BKS) is the unit. (One can assume that the 
coefficients of the homology are a field.) So tA * I: Z-Z*(BKS)+H*(BKS) is a left- 
inverse of Z, because 

(tA*Z)~=tA~**=tA~*AX*Z=e*Z=Z. 

Although tA = At and ZA = AX one cannot conclude that tA * Z is a right-inverse 
to X, as Z: does not distribute over * on the right. This was pointed out to me by Dusa 
McDuff, who provided the following substitute proof that Z(At * I) = I. 

Consider the diagram 

txr 
H&?KS)------+ H&3 KS x BK*) 

where the diagonal map is induced by (5,~)) w (77 * 5,~). The upper triangle commutes 
by the definition of t, and the lower one because X(At* q)= IiA(q *t)* v for 
5,~) E KS. (In fact if 5 = (k,, kr, . . .) and r] = (m,, m2,. . .) then 

%A4 * q) = Z(1 * ml, k, * m2, k2 * m3,. . .) 

= (1 * ml, 1 * ml * k, * mz, 1 * ml * k, * m2 * k2 * m3,. . .) 

= xA(q * 5) * tl .) 

so 
Z(At * Z) = %A * Z)(t x) = (XA * I)(E x I) 

=~AE*I=E*I=Z. 
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94. CLASSIFICATION THEOREMS 

There is a general classification theorem, (4.3) below, which tells one how to 
interpret the homotopy classes of maps into the realization of a simplical space as 
concordance classes of bundles of an appropriate kind. As it stands it is too abstract 
to be useful, and to apply it one must reinterpret the definition of the bundles in the 
relevant context. An example of this is the interpretation of foliated microbundles in 
(4.7) below. One definition of BT, is as the classifying space for foliated micro- 
bundles: if one adopts it then (4.3) and (4.7) provide a new proof of the first theorem 
BT, = BM(Rq) of the introduction. 

For any space X one can consider the topological category X of pointed subsets 
of X. Its space of objects is the disjoint union of all the subspaces of X, i.e. an object 
is a pair (x, U), where U is a subset of X and x E U. There is a unique morphism 
(x, U)-,(y, V,> if x = y and U C V, and none otherwise, i.e. X is an ordered set. But I 
shall regard X as a simplicial space. 

If A is a simplicial space an A-bundle on X is, roughly speaking, the germ of a 
simplicial map X-+ A. This is made precise by defining (cf. [13]) a sieve on X as a full 
subcategory of X with the properties 

(a) each x in X has a neighborhood U such that (x, U) E S, and 
(b) if (x, U) E S and y E V C U, then (y, V) E S. 
Clearly the intersection of two sieves is a sieve. 

Definition (4.1). An A-bundle on X is an equivalence class of simplicial maps 
a: S + A, where S is a sieve on X. Two such maps are equivalent if they coincide on a 
common subsieve. 

For any map f: X’+ X an A-bundle a on X induces an A-bundle f*A on X’. For f 
induces a simplicial map .X + XI, and the inverse image of a sieve is a sieve. In 
particular, A-bundles can be restricted to subspaces. Two A-bundles on X are 
concordant if they are the restrictions of an A-bundle on XX [O, I] to X x 0 and 
xx 1. 

I shall need the following lemma (cf. [9] (2.1)). 

LEMMA (4.2). A simplicial homotopy between two A-bundles ao, a,: S --, A induces a 
concordance between them. 

Here a simplicial homotopy means a simplicial map a: S X [l]-+ A, where [1] is the 
ordered set (0, 1) regarded as a simplicial set. If A is a topological category a 
simplicial homotopy from a0 to al is the same thing as a transformation of functors. 

Proof. Given a sieve S on X let S be its inverse image on X x [0, I] under the 
projection pr: X x [0, l]-* X. Define an order-preserving map j: S-, S X 111 by 

i(yV y, = ( 
(LNY), PdU), 0) if U does not meet X x 1, 
(/Jr(y), pr( U), 1) if U meets Xx 1. 

Then a 0 j is the desired concordance. 

The join realization 
I shall prove that concordance classes of A-bundles on X coincide with homotopy 

classes of maps of X into the realization of A. But before doing so let us recall that 
the realization IAl of a general simplicial space does not have good homotopy- 
theoretic properties, and is better replaced by some thickened version (cf. [lo] 
Appendix 1). For the present the best version to use is the join-realization. (This is the 
IANI of [9]; it is discussed in more detail in [12]. If A arises from a topological group it 
is Milnor’s infinite-join model of the classifying space.) 

To define (A), let A” be the infinite simplex with vertices N. Then (A) is the 
subspace of IAl x A” consisting of all simplexes whose projection on A” is nonde- 
generate. Under the map (A)+A” the inverse-image of a point in the interior of a 
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k-dimensional face of A” is Ak, the space of k-simplexes of A. If A is a good simplicial 
space in the sense of [ 101 then (A)+ IAl is a hdmotopy equivalence. In any case (A) is 
homotopy equivalent to any of the thickened realizations discussed in [lo]. 

The reason for using the join realization is that there is a canonical A-bundle 
CA* * SA+ A on (A). To see that, let Vio...i, be the subset of A” consisting of points whose 
* fh 

’ Ih coordinates are all non-zero, and let (A), ,__. be the inverse-image of V _._. in 
&j..The?canonical sieve SA on (A) consists of all (a:& such that U is contained i*, yA)i 
for some i. A simplex of SA can be denoted (a; U,, UI, . . ., Up>, where a E 
UOC’. . C UP C (A). The canonical bundle CA: SA+ A is defined by 

EA(a ; UO, . * -9 u,,) = a&..ipv 

where 4 is the smallest integer such that Uk C (A)i,, and a H a iO, _. ip is the obvious map 
(A)e..ip + A,* 

Let A(X) denote the set of concordance classes of A-bundles on X. There is a 
transformation [X; (A)] --, A(X) defined by f H f*e,+ 

PROPOSITION (4.3). For any parucompuct space X the transformation 
A(X)+ [X; (A)] is a bijection. 

Proof. If a: S + A is an A-bundle on X one has (a): (S)+(A). We shall see in a 
moment ((4.4) below) that the projection m,: (S)+ X is a homotopy equivalence, so 
(a) induces a map x.: X --f(A) well-defined up to homotopy. Clearly a * xp defines a 
natural transformation A(X) --) [X; (A)]. 

To show that the composition A(X)-, [X; (A)]+ A(X) is the identity it suffices 

(because A(X): A((S)) by (4.4)) to show that &Y is concordant to (a>*eA for each 
A-bundle Q on X. But the commutative diagram 

(4 - si- A 
l A 

is a simplicial homotopy from a 0 es to (a)*eA, and 

X-S-A 
0 

is a simplicial homotopy from a 0 cS to 7r2a. So ~fa is concordant to (a>*eA by (4.2). 
Finally, the composition [X; (A)] + A(X) + [X; (A)] takes f to f 0 xcA. To complete 

the proof it is enough to show that the composition is an isomorphism, i.e. that Xc* is an 
equivalence. But xIA = TS: 0 (E,& and EA is an equivalence by (4.5) below. 

It remains to prove two lemmas: 

LEMMA (4.4). If S is a sieve on u purucompuct space X then 7~~: (S)+ X is a 
homotopy equivalence. 

LEMMA (4.5). For any simpliciul space A the map (EA): (SA)+(A) is u homotopy 
equivalence. 

Proof of (4.4). Choose a locally finite open covering {UP}OE~ of X such that 
(x, U,) E S for all x in U,. Let S be the topological subcategory of S formed from the 
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U,, and their finite intersections. The projection I$--, X is a homotopy equivalence by 
(4.1) of [8], and hence so is (S>+ X. But there is a retraction p: S-+ S defined by 
p(x, U) = (x, I/,), where o = {a E 2: U C U,}. Because of the natural transformation 
(x, U)+p(x, U) one concludes that (3) is a deformation retract co (S) by (2.1) of [9]. 

Proof of (4.5). As in the preceding proof consider the subcategory & of S, 
formed from the open covering {(A);}. Because (A)+ip +AAP is a homotopy 
equivalence for all i0 5 i, I * - - 5 i, the simplicial space S, is equivalent to A x N 
(where the ordered set N is regarded as a simplicial set). The map l A: sA + A becomes 
the projection of A x N on to its first factor, which is an equivalence because (N) is 
contractible. 

The space of A-bundles 
A more complete, though not really more useful, result can be deduced from (4.3) 

with little extra work. The A-bundles on a space X are the O-dimensional component 
of a simplicial space d(X) which is characterized by the fact that for any simplicial 
space K the simplicial maps K+.&(X) correspond exactly to simplicial maps K X 
Sx + A for some sieve Sx on X. Then for any other space Y the &(X)-bundles on Y 
can be identified up to concordance with A-bundles on X X Y, because any sieve Sxxv 
on X x Y contains Sx x Su for some sieves S, and Sv on X and Y, and the inclusion 
Sx x Sy+Sxxy is adjoint to the projection Sxxv + Sx x Su. It follows that the 
realization of d(X) is homotopy equivalent to the space of maps X+(A), i.e. 

PROPOSITION (4.3a). (d(X)) = Map (X;(A)). 

In fact for any space Y one knows by (4.3) that 

[Y; (d(X))] = &(X)(Y) = A(X x Y) = [X x Y; (A)] 

= IY; Map (X; WI. 

The application to microbundles 
shall to the topological category C dual to the category 

R” smooth embeddings. (An,object of C is a pair (x, U), x E U 
and U is an open set of R”; and a morphism (x, U)+ (y, V) is a smooth embedding 
f: V-, U such that f(y) = x.) I shall show that a C-bundle is essentially a foliated 
smooth microbundle. 

Definition (4.6). A foliated smooth microbundle on a space X is a diagram 

X & E G X such that r 0 i = id, together with an atlas {(U,, cp,)} for E, where 
(pp: U, --, V, is a map on to an open set of R” such that 

(i) ~7 X cpo: U, + s(U,J X V, is a homeomorphism, and 
(ii) for each a, @ there is a diffeomorphism fee: qp,(Uols)+ qa(Uas) such that 

f&-+L = Q# On &= u, f-w@. 

Usually the microbundle is identified with any microbundle obtained from it by 
replacing E by a neighborhood of i(X) in E; but in any case the two are obviously 
concordant. 

If X happens to be a smooth manifold then E is a smooth manifold, and ?r:‘E-, X 
is smooth, and E has a smooth foliation transversal to the fibers of 7~. The zero- 
section i need not be smooth, but up to concordance that makes no difference. 

PROPOSITION (4.7). Concordance classes of foliated smooth microbundles on a 
paracompact space X can be identified with concordance classes of C-bundles on X. 

Proof. Given a C-bundle (S, y: S+ C) on X write y(x, U) = (s&x), Yu,). with 
s&x) E Yv,. (Yu, is locally constant as a function of x in U.) Then construct E, by 
attaching together the spaces 

Eu = U xx Y,,cUxR” 
XEU 
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by the equivalence relation defined by (x, i*y) - (i(x), y) whenever x E U, y E Y r,8.i,I,r 
and i: U C U’. The maps U --, EU given by x I+ (x, s”(X)) fit together to define 
s: X-, E,, and {E,} is an atlas making E, into a foliated microbundle. 

Conversely, if XL E: X is a foliated microbundle, select a locally finite 
collection { WJoEA of open sets of E which cover i(X) and have the properties 

(i) W. 3 ir( W,) for each a, and 
(ii) whenever u is a finite subset of A for which W, = II W,# 0 there is a chart 

o&7 
cp0* * U, + R" belonging to the atlas for E such that W” = U W, C U, 

LtEu 
The last condition can be achieved because any open covering of a paracompact 

space has a star-refinement. 
Define V, = cp,( WV) C R". If u C T then W” C V,, n V,, and fm( V,) C V,, where fm is 

the diffeomorphism such that foTqV = (Pi. Let SE be the sieve on X consisting of all (x, U) 
such that U is contained in r( W,) for some (r. Define yE: SE+ C by y&x. U) = 
(cp,(i(x)), V,), where u = {a: x E r( W,)}. 

One can form the microbundle E,, from yE by attaching together the 7~( W,) x V, 
This reconstructs an open set of E, so E,, is concordant to E. On the other hand if one 
starts with y and forms yE, then SE7 C S, and the diagram 

S 4 

YEV I\ 
s-c 

Y 

commutes up to a transformation of functors, so that YE, and y are simplicially 
homotopic, and hence concordant by (4.2). 

$5. THE CASE OF DISCRETE MONOIDS 

In this section I shall describe a theory of principal bundles for discrete monoids 
with left-cancellation. The main example is the monoid M(F) of smooth embeddings 
of a manifold F in itself. On one level the treatment here is simply an alternative to 
the general theory of 84, but each approach is useful for some purposes. 

Definition (5.1). If M is a discrete monoid with left-cancellation a principal M-set 
is a set S with a right action of M which is 

M 

(a) free-i.e. sml = sm2j ml = m2, and 
(b) transitive in the sense that for any sl, s2 in S there exists s in S and ml, m2 in 
such that sI = sml and s2 = smz. 

LEMMA (5.2). Any map of principal M-sets is injective. 

Proof. If f(si) = f(s2) thenf(smi) = f(smz), sof(s)m, = f(s)mz, so ml = m2and sI = ~2. 

Definition (5.3). A principal M-bundle on a space X is a space P over X with a 
fibre-preserving right action of M such that 

(a) each fibre P, is a principal M-set, and 
(b) P +X is a local homeomorphism. 

Let C,(X) denote the concordance classes of principal M-bundles on X. The main 
result of this section is 

PROPOSITION (5.4). If X is of the homotopy type of a CW-complex then 

C,(X) = [X; BM]. 

I shall call a principal M-bundle P +X strict if P, = M as M-set for each x in X. 
In the course of proving (5.4) the following fact will emerge. 
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PROPOSITION (5.5). A principal M-bundle P on a finite polyhedron contains a strict 
subbundle. 

Before proving (5.4) and (5.5) I shall give an application. If F is a smooth manifold 
a foliated F-bundle on a smooth manifold X is a smooth manifold Y with a smooth 
map ‘1~: Y + X and a smooth foliation on Y such that near each fibre Y is isomorphic 
(as a foliated manifold over X) to XX F foliated by {XX &F, i.e. there is a 
neighborhood U of Y, in Y and a neighborhood V of x X F in X x F and a 
diffeomorphism V+ U compatible with the foliations and the projection on to X. 

I shall write Fol (X; F) for the set of concordance classes of foliated F-bundles on 
X. 

The following more narrowly defined classes of bundles are also of interest: 
(a) foliated F-bundles Y on X such that Y +X is a quasi-fibration, and 
(b) foliated F-bundles Y on X such that Y-+X is a locally trivial fibre bundle. 
I shall denote the respective sets of concordance classes by Folh (X; F) and 

Fol. (X; F). 

PROPOSITION (5.6). (i) Fol (X; F) = Cnr&X), 
(ii) Folh (X; F) = C’,,,,,(X), and 

(iii) Fol. (X; F) = CM~&X), 
where M(F) is the discrete monoid of smooth embeddings F + F, M,,(F) is the 
submonoid of embeddings which are homotopy equivalences, and M,(F) the sub- 
monoid of embeddings which are isotopic to diffeomorphisms. 

Remark. If E is a closed manifold the proposition is more or less trivial, for then 
an F-bundle is a fibre bundle, and the foliation is a reduction of its structural group to 
the discrete group M(F) = Diff (F). 

Proof. (i) Given a foliated F-bundle Y +X define Py, for x in X as the set 
Emb, (F; Yx) of embeddings of F in the fibre Y, which have a relatively compact 
image. Clearly M(F) acts on Py, on the right. Let PV = ,,uX Py,, and put a topology 

on Pv so that to move continuously in it is to move the embedding F + Y “along the 
foliation”. Then Py +X is a local homeomorphism. M(F) acts transitively on Py, in 
the appropriate sense because for any two embeddings pI, pz: F + Y, with relatively 
compact image there is an embedding p: F + Y, with relatively compact image such 
that p(F) 3 p,(F) Up,(F). Then p-‘opi EM(F), and p ~(p-’ 0 pi) = pi- 

Conversely, if P is a principal M-bundle on X choose a strict subbundle PO, and 
define Yp = PO x,F. This is certainly a foliated F-bundle. Up to concordance it does 
not depend on the choice of PO, for if PI is another choice one can find a third one Pz 
which is strictly concordant to subbundles of both PO and PI, and then P2 x,F will be 
concordant to open subbundles of PO X,F and PI X,F, and hence concordant to 
PO x MF and P, x MF. (To find P2 one simply chooses a strict subbundle of (PO x 0) u 
(P X (0, 1)) U(P, X 1) on X X [O, 11:) 

If one begins with P and forms Yp and then P V, one obtains a subbundle of P, for 
the fibre of P, at x is Emb, (F; YP,) = Emb, (F; PO, x~(~) F)C Pas. So Py, is 
concordant to P. . 

Conversely, beginning with Y, one finds Ypy = Py.0 x~ F, which is an open subset 
of Y, and hence is concordant to Y. 

(ii) The proof needs no essential change in this case. One forms Pv by taking for 
each x the embeddings F+ Y, with relatively compact image which are homotopy 
equivalences. 

(iii) In this case the functor Y I-+ Pu is as before, except that one considers 
embeddings F + Y, with relatively compact image which are isotopic to diffeomor- 
phisms. 

But to construct Yp from P requires more work. I shall write MC = M’(F) for the 
topological monoid obtained by giving M(F) its usual C” topology, and M,’ for the 
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topological submonoid of M’ corresponding to M,(F). It is known[3] that the 
inclusion G’+ M,,‘, where G’= Diff (F) with the C” topology, is a homotopy 
equivalence. That is equivalent to the following assertion. If PC is P retopologized so 
that M,’ rather than M, acts on its fibres (i.e. P’ = P x,~M~‘) then there is an 
(essentially unique) principal G’-bundle PI’ contained in P’. For to find such a 
G’-bundle it suffices to find a section of PC//G’ over X. As the fibres of Poe//G’ are 
MC/G’, which is contractible, that can be done by the theorem of the appendix. 

Now define Yp as PI’ xGrF = (P,’ xGrMC) xyc F. This is a smooth fibre bundle 
which is contained in Yb = PO’ X~C F = PO x,F as an open set. The foliation of Y; 
induces a foliation on Yp, and Yp is an object of the desired type. Pyp is contained in 
P as before. We must show there is a concordance between Ypy and Y through 
foliated fibre bundles. Clearly a bundle such as Y has a fibrewise shrinkage Y,, such 
that Yo, = (Y,-(closed collar)) for each x. Define P, c Py by P,, = (p E PY.~: p(F) = 
YO,}. Then Ypy = PI’ XGc F = YO, which is diffeomorphic to Y. The desired concor- 
dance is obtained by choosing an isotopy between the inclusion Y,,+ Y and a 
diffeomorphism, and pulling back the foliation of Y. 

Proof of (5.4). If P +X is a principal M-bundle then P//M is a space over X 
whose fibre at x is the contractible space PI/M. As P//M-X satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem of the appendix there is a map s: X + P/M, unique up to 
homotopy, which is right inverse to P//M+ X. Composing s with the projection 
P//M + BM, unique up to homotopy, which is right inverse to P/M + X. Compos- 
ing s with the projection P/M + BM gives a classifying map for P. In fact one has a 
transformation C,(X) + [X; BM]. 

To define a transformation in the opposite direction notice that there is a natural 
principal M-bundle PM on BM. It is a thickened version of EM, which is not a princi- 
pal M-bundle because EM + BM is not a local homeomorphism. To define it, think 
of BM as the join realization of the simplicial set M* = {MP}, i.e. BM C A” x IM*I. 
A point of BM can be denoted by (u, A), where u is a simplex of A”X IM*j and 
h = {hi}iEN belongs the projection of u into Am. BM is covered by contractible open 
sets U, consisting of points (7, A) such that u is a face of r and 

where S C N is the set of vertices of the projection of cr. The sets U, and U, intersect 
if and only if o is a face of T or vice-versa. The usual space EM over BM can be 
constructed by attaching together pieces u x M,, for each simplex u of BM, where M, 
is a copy of M. When (T is a face of 7 the attaching map M,+ M, is left multiplication 
by a certain element M, of M. The new space PM is constructed by attaching 
together pieces U, x M, for all o by the maps 

when u is a face of T. (The left-hand map is (inclusion) x m,.) The fibre of PM + BM 
at x in BM is M, where u is the smallest simplex of BM such that x E IY,. So PM is 
a strict principal M-bundle. As a space PM is contractible, for EM is contained in it 
as a deformation retract. 

We define a transformation [X; BM] + C,(X) by f c-* f*PM, 
To see that CM(X)+ [X; BM] + C,+,(X) is the identity it suffices to show that if a 

bundle P on X is lifted to P//M it contains the pull-back of PM as a subbundle-for 
a bundle is concordant to any subbundle. That is, it suffices to construct a com- 
mutative diagram 

Pt-----O-PM 

X+---P//M-BM 

where the right-hand square is Cartesian. 
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But P/M is covered by open sets U,, x P which are the inverse images of the U,, 
covering BM. So the pujl-back Q of PM to P//M is the union of pieces U, x P x Ili, 
The maps P X M,+ P coming from the right action of M on P fit together to define 
the desired M-map Q-, P. 

By naturality the composite map [X; BM] -+ C,(X) +{X; BM] is f I+ x of, where x 
is the classifying map for PM. To complete the proof it is enough to show that 
x: BM + BM is an equivalence, i.e. to show that (PM)//M +(point)//M is an 
equivalence. That follows from the contractibility of PM. 

Proof of (5.5). The universal bundle PM + BM is strict, and so any pull-back of it 
is strict. If P --*X is an arbitrary bundle we have seen that r*P contains a canonical 
strict subbundle Q, where P: P/M + X. Choosing a section s: X-, P//M of P we 
conclude that P = s*r*P contains the strict subbundle s*Q. 

APPENDIX: MAPS WITH CONTRACTIBLE PIBBES 
It is often useful to have a criterion allowing one to assert that a map with contractible fibres is a 

homotopy equivalence. Of course it is enough to know that the map is a fibration, or even a quasi-fibration. 
The following proposition gives a slightly different condition. 

I shall say that f: Y + X is almost locally trivial if for any x in X there is a neighborhood U of the fibre 
Y, = f-‘(x) in Y which is homeomorphic (as a space over X) to a neighborhood of Y, x {x} in Y, x X. 

The property of being almost locally trivial is hereditary in the sense that if f has it so does the pull-back 
of f by any map. For a proper map f being almost locally trivial is equivalent to being locally trivial. 

PROPOSITION (A. I). If f: Y --* X is almost focally trivial, and Y, is contractible for each x in X, then f is a 
weak hotnotopy equivalence. 

Proof. Because the hypothesis is hereditary it is enough to treat the case when the base X is a finite 
polyhedron. Assuming that, it is then enough (cf. [2) (3.1)) to prove 

LEMMA (A.2). Zf s: A+ Y is a partial section off over a subpolyhedron A of X then there is a homotopy 
equivalence (X’, A’)+(X, A) and a map s’: X’-r Y such that 

A’-A-Y 

\/I 

commutes. 

The space X’ occurring here will be constructed by the following technique. Suppose that X is a finite 
cell complex in the sense that it is the union of closed cells u each homeomorphic to a closed disk. The dual 
D(X) of X is the abstract polyhedron which is the space of the partially ordered set of cells of X (ordered 
by inclusion). It is the union of closed subsets D(a) indexed by the cells a of X. The vertices of D(o) are (T 
and the cells contained in it: D(a) is the cone on the link L(a) = D(&) of Q. 

Defi;le-~i~~~~~~bn~ht call the ~x$&& bf-x, as the closed subset of X x D(X) which is the union 
of D x D(u) for all cells u of X. The utility of x’ is that not only can it be constructed by successively 
attaching pieces u X D(u) in order of increasing dimension of u (by attaching-maps defined on do x D(U)), 

but it can also be built up dually by taking the u x D(a) in order of decreasing dimension of u and attaching 
them by maps defined on u x L(u). 

LEMMA (A.3). (i) X’ is homeomorphic to X. 
(ii) The projection pr: X’+ X on to the jirst factor is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. Statement (i) is almost obvious, but I shall not need it. and shall omit the proof. To prove (ii) one 
shows inductively that pr-‘( Y); Y for all subcomplexes Y of X. For pr-‘( Y UU) = pr-‘( Y) U(U x D(U)), 

and pr-‘( Y) ll (u X D(u)) = au X D(u), and D(u) is contractible. . 
To prove (A.2) notice that in a cell complex X one can subdivide the cells of dimension -c k without 

affecting the cells of higher dimension. And if a cell u is subdivided into cells ui of the same dimension then 
each D(ui) and L(ui) can be identified with D(u) and &a). 

We construct the map s’: X’+ Y of (A.2) inductively. Suppose it has been defined on r X D(r) for all 
cells r which are either in A or of dimension > k. Let u be a cell of dimension k not in A. Then s’ is 
prescribed on (CT x f.(u)) U(u,, x D(u)), where Us = u rl A. Thus for any x E u one has a map L(u)+ Y,, 
and because Y, is contractible it extends to D(u). Because f is almost locally trivial one can find an open 
covering {LI} of u and maps s&: CJ x D(u) + Y over X which coincide with s’ on (U x L(u)) U 
((U nA) x D(u)). Subdivide u into cells ui each contained in a set U, of the covering. The s& provide the 
desired inductive extension of s*. That completes the proof. 

The argument we have just used proves also 

COROLLARY (A.4). Zf f: Y-)X is almost locally trivial, and Y, is contractible for each x in X, and X is a 
finite polyhedron, then f has a cross-section. 
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Proof. When constructing s’: X’+ Y in the proof of (A.2) we actually found compatible maps 
s,: U,, x D(o)+ Y for each cell c, where U, was a neighborhood of CT in X such that V, C U, whenever 
o C 7. That is, we constructed a map s”: X” -, Y over X, where X” = U Um x D(a) is a neighborhood of X’ in 
X x D(X). But pr: X”* X, unlike pr: X’ + X, obviously has a cross-section. 

Homotopic direct limits 
An important application of (A.2) is to the following situation. Let C be a category, and F a functor 

from C to topological spaces. Then there is a space F//C which is the realization of the topological 
category whose objects are pairs (a, x) with Q E C and x E F(a), and whose morphisms (a, x)+(~, y) are 
the morphisms 0: (I + p in C such that B,(x) = y. The space F//C is often called the homotopical direct 
limit of the spaces F(a) for o in C. When C is a monoid, i.e. a category with one object, then F is a space 
with a C-action in the usual sense, and F//C has the same meaning as in $2. 

Suppose that F is a functor from C into the category of open subsets of a space X and their inclusions. 
Then there is an obvious projection n: F//C + X, from the homotopic direct limit to the ordinary direct 
limit. For any x in X let C, be the full subcategory of C spanned by the objects OL such that x E F(a). 

PROPOSITION (AS). 1f IC,l is contractible for each x in X then r: F//C+X is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 

Proof. The map n is not almost locally trivial, but it is fibre-homotopy equivalent to an almost locally 
trivial map Y + X. Let Y be the open subspace of X x (C) which is the union of F, x V, for all simplexes cr 
of (C), where V, is the neighborhood of D in (C) described in 95, and F, = F(a,). where OL, E C is the first 
vertex of cr. The projection Y + X is obviously almost locally trivial, and its fibre Y, at x is a regular 
neighborhood of (C,) in (C). So Y-+X is a weak homotopy equivalence by (A.2); but F//C+ Y is 
obviously a homotopy equivalence. 

The thickening Y of F/C used in the proof of (A.5) can be denoted F///C. Its construction makes 
sense whenever one has a functor from a category C to a category of spaces and open embeddings. The 
projection F///C+(C) is always almost locally trivial. If F maps into a category of spaces Ctale over a 
space X (i.e. each F((r)+X is a local homeomorphism), then F///C+ X is almost locally trivial. Thus we 
have 

PROPOSITION (A.6). If F is a functor from a category C to a category of spaces itale ouer X, with 
embeddings as morphisms, then F/C + X is a weak homotopy equivalence providing it has contractible 
jibres. 

One example of this is the projection P/M -+ X discussed in 55, where P -t X is a principal M-bundle. 
Another is what may be called the basic fact of &tale homotopy theory: 

Suppose that X is a space, and Q is a collection of open subsets of X with the property that if U and V 
belong to Q then U fl V is a union of sets of ‘p1. Suppose that each U in dp1 is a K(n, I), and choose a 
simply connected covering space U of U for each fJ. Let Cu be the discrete category whose objects are 
the spaces U for U E 91, and whose morphisms are all embeddings ir -* V over X. Then IC,l is weakly 
homotopy equivalent to X. 
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